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Intiva offers the first decentralized credentialing solution for
healthcare professionals. Built on decades of healthcare operations
experience, our mission is to aid healthcare professionals through
every step of their career. We automate administrative tasks to save
the healthcare industry billions while setting the new standard of
provider identity, verification, and reputation.
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National Osteoporosis Foundation
Nebraska ESU Coordinating Council
AKH Inc.
Westwicke Partners
Lloyd’s
Austin Emergency Center
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UF College of Medicine
Hedera Hashgraph
TxMQ
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PLATFORM FEATURES

Ready Doc™
Built on Swirld’s Hashgraph distributed ledger technology, Ready Doc™ is the first credential
management solution to offer instant verification. Easily upload, verify, and share all of your
documents and credentials from one place to speed up the granting of privileges. Join the new
standard of credential management and get to work faster.
Continuing Medical Education
We partner with the top thought leaders to offer CME/CE, including ACCME accredited, state
required, board preparation, and MOC courses. Choose from our listings and sign up for our
platform to start tracking and acquiring credits. Once completed, our LMS will automatically store
your certifications.
Intiva Careers™
Our simple job search solution lets you upload your CV and easily apply for opportunities with
just one click. Benefit from an anonymous application process, with filters that go as far as
searching by geolocation, board certification, and desired salary. We currently offer over 9,000+
clinical positions, including locum tenens.
Connect
When it comes to healthcare, communication is key, which is why we offer HIPAA compliant
messaging, emailing and document sharing for free. Manage digital PHI correspondence and
streamline care team coordination. Our connect feature lets you access and share patient records,
submit lab orders, and connect with other providers.
Marketplace
We’ve created an online marketplace of goods and services, curated for medical professionals,
from the market’s most affordable cyber insurance, to the most innovative hardware available.
Our aim is to offer the best deals possible, for the right price and the simplest way to buy.
iGO HD™
Streaming service for interactive, on-demand content pertaining to CME courses and webinars,
training, product, news and promotional material. This service was originally designed for
fan websites (e.g. music, sports, etc.) to provide a unique interactive experience and fan and
customer engagement.
TIVA™
TM

The Intiva Platform’s exclusive ERC-20 cryptocurrency minted July 2018 incentivizes information
exchange, engagement, and facilitates frictionless transactions within the Intiva Marketplace.
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